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"PLAY IS THE
LANGUAGE OF
CHILDREN. HAVE YOU
SPOKEN IT TO THEM
LATELY?"
 

 

-  V I N C E N T  G O W M A N

Hello #EYLibrary readers!

 

And so here we are again! For our

second issue of the #EYLibrary Mini Mag,

and this time we have even more pages,

more contributors and even more ideas

for your CPD. 

 

This mini-mag is designed to accompany

you on the bus, in the staff room or for

those quiet moments when you want to

kick back and do some relaxed CPD.

Because let's face it, if you work in the

EY, the job is never far from our minds. 

 

 

 

 

That is not to say we shouldn't take time

for ourselves, and so the mini-mag is a

pick'n'mix of things for work, and things

for you! In the words of a true god, Ru

Paul "If you can't love yourself, how the

hell you gonna love someone else". Can

we get an #EYLibrary AMEN. 

 

Before you dive in, I would just like to say

a huge thank you to the contributors, and

readers who have engaged with this

whole #EYLibrary initiative. 

Enjoy!

Kerry @ EY Library 

 

 



P E R S O N A L  A N D
P R O F E S S I O N A L
P O D C A S T S

Recently I have been making the most of the Janet Lansbury
youtube channel which has some phenomenal
observations, and SIREN Child Development videos has a
wide selection of free videos. They even have reflection
questions which are great for team meetings or CPD targets.
For self-care, I have also been watching the "School of Life"
videos which aim to increase our well-being through an
emotional intelligence education. 

O N L I N E  
C H A N N E L S

T o p  C P D
H a c k s
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Investing in ourselves means we can invest in others, so
why not combine our CPD with self-care. Here is how...

Podcasts have quite literally become my go-to for CPD
& pleasure over the past year. Whether for work or just
some time out, they are a great source of comfort
especially on a commute. Plus a good comedy podcast
before work puts you in a great mood. I also have a
guilty please for true crime. 

0 1

0 2

One of the most important ways we can develop is to
engage in professional dialogue. The ways to expand our
own pedagogy is engage with others, and to consider things
from different perspectives. I recently tried out the socratic
method with a group of early years students, and it is a great
way to engage in critcial thinking as a staff team... find out
more here.
 
Google: socratic-management-techniques-for-the-modern-
leader

 

0 3 P R O F E S S I O N A L
D I A L O G U E

One for the
ladies: self-care
for extremely
busy women

Need a laugh:
try private parts
which is quite
amusing

Need to feel
inspired:

different guests
talk about what
they have learnt
from failing

Janet Lansbury 

Siren Child
Development

School of Life

https://medium.com/swlh/socratic-management-techniques-for-the-modern-leader-f43d9a50caad


#FOLLOW
THERE ARE SOME AMAZING EARLY YEARS
HASHTAGS OUT THERE, AND YOU CAN ALSO
FOLLOW YOUR FAVOURITES FOR LOTS OF TREATS
FOR THE EYES, AND THINKING FOR THE MIND.
 
#EYFSIDEAS
#EYFSPALS
#EYMATTERS
#EYLIBRARY
#EYMATTERS
#DEVELOPMENTMATTERS
#EYTRAINING
#SEND4EY
#CURIOSITYAPPROACH
#EARLYEDUCATION  

#EARLYYEARS

The most obvious one for us educators and full of

ideas, inspiration and reflections on experiences.

This hashtag covers lots of content and has lots of

reflection points. With all hashtags, we may also

see content we don't necessarily agree with, and it

is therefore good to use this as a measure of our

own practice and beliefs. 

#EYLIBRARY

This hashtag is about books, CPD and reading. With

reviews of the best books and links to free and low

cost CPD, it is a way to bring us all together and to

raise skills and knowledge. This hashtag has also

been used to promote book swaps, sales and the

#EYLibrary subscription box which is a termly

group CPD. More details can be found at

www.eyfs4me.com. You will also spot #SEND4EY

which is a SEND and inclusion based hashtag for

Kerry Payne's new book; A Guide to SEND in the

Early Years (Out 2020). 

#HYGGEINTHEEARLYYEARS

The cosiest of hashtags with lots of inspiration for

the eyeballs. This hashtag is much more than just

aesthetics. What I love most about this # is that it

has so many examples of children at play. And

Kimberly has so many different platforms to share

good practice, you will find yourself a total Hygge

convert

#FAIRYDUSTTEACHING

A hashtag that will have you channelling your inner

Picasso, and inspiring you in your child-centred

curriculum

 

NEW HASHTAGS TO WATCH OUT FOR;

#OPENUPTHEPLAY

#EYWELLBEING



REFLECTION

CHILD AT PLAY?
is there a risk of the

early years

becoming driven by

aesthetics over

quality? 

One sunday I found myself scrolling
through social media  staring in awe at
some of the beautiful activities,
experiences and environments. Social
media without a doubt has become a
platform in which we can share the hard
work we do but often it is much easier to
share the set-up of activities rather than
the joyous chaos that follows. 
 
Whilst there are issues with sharing images
of children at play online, there is a certain
unrest that often the aesthetics outweighs
the actual play. This is particularly
concerning when things are set up purely
for social media. The real learning for key
people is how these activities played out,
and what the children gained from such
experiences. 
 
Laura England first introduced me to the
term "Pinterest pedagogy" which describes
the increase in picture perfect set ups with
little feedback on  how the children
benefitted from the experience.
 

“While it is
more visually
appealing to
show the set up
activity, don't
forget to value
to joyous and
playful chaos
that follows”

It can be easy to feel quite inferior about
your own setting when you see the picture
perfect settings out there but we must not
lose sight of the reality that it is much less
about what it looks like, and more about
what it provides. And even  more
importantly - the role of the adults around
the child.
 
So what can we do to address this? 
 
The next time you take a picture, don't
forget to take one of the "aftermath" and
share you reflections on the experience. It
is really important that we acknowledge
the learning #aftertheplay.
 
As an online community, we need to learn
from  and be inspired by each other.
However envy can ensue when we see
pictures of perfection.  Let us never forget
to share the insta vs reality in our early
years world...
 
 
 



#EYLIBRARY
JANUARY
PRIORITIES

1 E Y F S  R E F O R M S
The consultation closes on 31st
January, and you can complete
this online by visiting;
https://consult.education.gov.uk/
early-years-quality-
outcomes/early-years-foundation-
stage-reforms/

2 S E T  Y O U R  C P D
P R I O R I T Y  U S I N G  T H E
# E Y L I B R A R Y
L A U N C H P A D

3 T A K E  A  W E L L - B E I N G
W A L K  W I T H  Y O U R
S T A F F  T E A M

4 T A K E  P A R T  I N
V E G A N U A R Y

5 T A K E  T I M E  T O
R E F L E C T

Let's face it...January can be a super weird month.

The newness of a new year can bring fresh starts but

also winter blues. Follow this priorities to make the

most of the month...

A V O I D  T H E  B L U E S
A N D  G E Y  Y O U R  H Y G G E
O N

C O M P L E T E  Y O U R
W E L L - B E I N G
B L U E P R I N T

D O N A T E  &  R E C Y C L E

6

7

8

Buy here; www.eyfs4me.com

Connection as a team is important and often
when all our work happens in  the same
place, we can feel trapped. Take a well-
being walk for fresh air and fresh thinking

Reducing our meat intake is good for the
planet, and with each year the pressure
continues for us to make more conscious
choices. Take a step to #teachkind and take
part in Veganuary. More information can be
found here: veganuary.com

We can often focus on the to-do list at the
beginning of a new year rather than
reflecting on the highs and lows of time
passed. Take time to enjoy another year of
wisdom

One of the key components of Hygge is to
engage with your community. Look for local
groups or activities that connect you with
the people around you. For more ideas read:
The Year of Living Danishly

We each have our own unique well-being
blue print. What works for one, doesn't
work for another. Share your blueprint with
friends/family/colleagues so they know how
to help on those wobbly days

Once we have worked our way through our
gifts, and decided out with the old, try to
donate to those less fortunate, or recycle
rather than bin items, 2020 is our year to be
more conscious. 



The Transitional Object

At a recent exhibition on Play I came across this
comic strip about the importance of the
transitional object. I realised that everyday we
each carry around our own modern day comfort
blanket. I am talking about our mobile phones
which make use feel connected and secure.
There is so much criticism around the use of
technology but what we often fail to see is that
our phones often connect us to those who we
are most attached to. And before this, in our
youngest years, we often needed something that
symbolised our connection to others, whether it
be a blanket, a teddy or a sock. 

Did you have a transitional object as a child?
How did it make you feel?

How do you ensure that children's need for
transitional objects are supported within your
setting?

If we think about the relationship we have with
our phones and how we might feel if someone
took it from us, it may give us some insight into
how this might feel for a child. I remember once
hearing a nursery manager saying she took
comfort blankets from children as they needed
to learn to self-soothe. What she did not
recognise is that it is the object that assists in
self-soothing, and of course the trusted and
responsive attachment figures. 
 
Reflection Questions;
 

 

 
 

We are all grown up and do not need transitional
objects....or do we?

Further Reading
 

The Guardian - Still Have your teddy? The
psychological power of the toys we keep

Book of life - On the serious role of stuffed
animals 
 School of Life Youtube Channel - The
Importance of Soft Toys
 

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/dec/12/still-have-childhood-teddy-psychological-power-toys-we-keep
https://www.theschooloflife.com/thebookoflife/stuffed-animals/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCFcfHEDs4M


The
Invisible
Bag
E X A M I N I N G  E M O T I O N S  B Y

@ E A R L Y O B S E R V E R

Imagine every child coming to your setting is carrying an invisible bag on their shoulders: A bag that stores experiences
and emotions. From the moment your child wakes up the bag starts filling, there maybe stuff in there from yesterday

or right back from the past still in there too. This bag stores anything that is happening, good or bad and the emotions
that are felt during that time. 

 
This bag of moments and emotions can have a great impact on how the child comes into your setting and their time
there. It may be that one child was having a lovely morning with their dad playing games and wasn’t ready for that to

end and has been left feeling frustrated. Another child may have had a really hectic start to the day, everyone woke up
late, breakfast was rushed, they couldn’t find a shoe and the parents had started arguing leaving them feeling cross

and unsettled. All these moments go into this child’s bag and it gets heavier and heavier to the point the child is about
to slump to the floor because they can’t carry it any longer and this is when often children can react/act out because

they feel overwhelmed.
 

So how can we help to unpack the bag and help it feel more manageable?
 

First of all we need to start at the beginning of the day, when a child walks into your setting. Stop and talk to them
about how their morning has been, remember to get to the child’s level, this shows that you are interested in what they

have to say and connecting with that child letting them know they are valued and seen. Ask them how it made them
feel, or if they struggle with identifying their feelings say ‘ it sounds like you are/were feeling…(insert feeling)… about

that’. Allowing ourselves to focus on the child’s perspective of the event helps the child to feel valued and helps us as
practitioners to respond appropriately. Or if the child is unable to communicate, talk to the parents/careers, but always

remember to include the child. Communication isn’t just about talking; it’s about taking time out to listen, our tone
(prosody) when speaking to the children and body language. Role modeling is so important, a great way to do that is

naming our own emotions through out the day.
 

When a child is able to say how they feel, praise them for doing such a good job, helping them to realise that they are
doing the right thing and that you are proud of them and they will be proud of themselves.  

 
Check out the child’s physicality as they come in, are they needing a large area to let off steam and process what has
gone on, or are they more reserved and needing a place where they need it to be calm, safe and quiet?  This can help

allow the children to feel safe and secure to talk or allow time to help them to regulate. When we do these things
above we are showing the children that they are important and how they can help unpack their invisible bag

themselves in the future to help them understand the complexities of emotions and help regulate their own emotions
independently.

 
So when those children walk into your setting, don’t forget their invisible bag that they are carrying on their shoulders

and help them take time to reduce the weight of what they are carrying, this wont only support them but build on their
curiosity and resilience, also this will be a support for you too. 



Ted talks
to make
you
think...

If you want a Ted talk  that makes
you want to change the world, this

is it. Rita Pierson truly shows us
what is to teach, inspire and

believe in our children,. And her
most important message - every

child needs a champion.
Click here or Youtube: Every kid

needs a champion

A funny, heartwarming and
realistic view of inclusion. Is it

about time we normalise disability
and stop objectifying inclusion?

This thought-provoking talk is an
amazing reflection tool.

Click here or Youtube: Im not your
inspiration, thank you. 

Is it time we challenge the "busy
identity"?  Lexie Harvey questions

how social media has become a
platform to promote status, but
are we becoming human doings

rather than human beings?
Click here or Youtube: Im not your

inspiration, thank you. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/rita_pierson_every_kid_needs_a_champion?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/rita_pierson_every_kid_needs_a_champion?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/rita_pierson_every_kid_needs_a_champion?language=en


"I was blown away by how
smart children are and how
tired my entire body felt each
day"KAITLIN PONTIKES

INTERNATIONAL
KINDERGARTEN

EDUCATOR

EY
Voice 
 

Can you tell me a little bit about yourself?
Hi, I am a pre-nursery (2-3yrs) english teacher in

Hong Kong. I obtained a business degree in finance
and economics in the United States, worked for 1.5
years as a financial analysts, then two years ago, I
moved to Hong Kong to join my boyfriend in his
home country. In Hong Kong, I became an early
years educator. I feel like I have been living my

"calling" ever since.

You are still quite new to early education -
what were your first impressions?

My first impression was..."oh my goodness, these
are the cutest, and funniest kids ever!. This is so
much fun". The I was blown away by how smart
they are and how tired my entire body felt after

each day. Coming into a different culture in Hong
Kong also added another layer. I had to quickly

grasp the difference in how children are raised, and
what is or is not expected  of them.  For the young
children I work with, it was more shocking to see
what was not expected of them in everyday self-

care and independence. 

What do you do to build and maintain your
early years knowledge?

I try to learn as much as I can and sign up for things
when they are available - whether it is an online

course or face-to-face training. The more theories,
opinions, examples, and ideas  I hear the better
educator I will become. You don't always have to

agree with something to learn from it. I have
completed a few online courses through future learn

and the open university. And Now I am completing
my PGCE.

What has been your biggest challenge so far?
Saying "Yes", I read an online article about "why am I

saying no?" . Creating a "yes" environment may
require more patience and work on our end, but it

can also be a game changer. Every time you say "no"
or "we shouldn't do that or " that's not how that's

used", stop and think 'why am I saying no?'. So
instead I ask my children "Why are you doing that?" or
"Wait, what are you going to do with that"  or just take
a deep breath, watch what they do, and most of the

time you will smile. 



"You do not always have to
agree with something to
learn from it"

KAITLIN PONTIKES
INTERNATIONAL
KINDERGARTEN

EDUCATOR

EY
Voice 
 

What do you think makes for a good early
learning experience?

Freedom, independence and love. I think children
need the freedom to develop at different rates

without being pressured or over-controlled. They
need the independence to experiment and

complete tasks on their own. Additionally, they
absolutely need pure, unconditional  love and care.

What advice would you give to someone
working in the early years?

Hmmmmm...I think it is important to remember
throwing a tantrum or acting meanly is not a "bad

behaviour". There is most likely a deeper reason for
it. Children feel so many emotions throughout the
day. It is good to show them that those emotions 
 should be felt and dealt with. They don't need to

be surpressed. It is okay to cry. It is okay to be
angry, It is okay  to feel anxious. Those emotions

can be appropriately processed, handled and
resolved if expressed. A huge reason we are there

is for emotional support. The best thing for us to do
is to go into class every day  with a happy, calm,
loving and ehthusiastic attitude. The children will

cacth on- and follow our lead.



My biggest passion is health and well-being. Working part time as an early years educator and combining this

with my love of yoga I have begun to really value the importance of giving back time to ourselves  in order to give

back to others. We need to acquire the tools to learn how to manage and understand our own feelings and

emotions. 

 

We spend much of our day as educators giving. Giving our emotions to deal with the challenges that come with

caring for young children. The physical stressed of the day. Not to mention just giving our time to the long hours

early education requires. 

 

Over time our physical and mental health starts to give up. Your flame diminishes and poof. BURNT OUT. 

Taking care of our mental health is

sometimes overlooked in the education

sector. However, I believe that if we are

more accepting and embracing of the

challenges in early years provision, we will

be better equipped at empathising and

being more compassionate in our role as

early educators. I wanted to share with

you some practices that us deep quality

time to invest in nurturing our mental

health and well-being. Not just long baths,

netflix binges and face masks. We need to

set aside time for ourselves and these tips

below are just a few of the ways you can

invite self-care into your routines at home

or at work. Even if it is just five mminutes a

day. 

(1) Movement:

Yoga is a deep restorative and gentle way to calm the

nervous system. This ten minute sequence is great for

releasing the tention and stress. Hold each pose for 1-2

minutes. 

Don't have ten minutes?

Lying on your back with your legs elevated

can be a quick stress reliever as it takes

pressure off your heart. Or roll your feet on

a rolling pin. Just don't bake with it

afterwards

The 
#EYWellBeing

Movement

Yoga with
Emma

 



(3)Mindfullness 

To cultivate a sense of awareness of

the present moment. Taking time to

notice rather than being on auto-

pilot. Find the joy in doing nothing.  

 

Team Mindfullness:

During one of your team meetings,

rather than stay indoors with the

agenda, go on a well-being walk and

connect. 

(4) Journaling 

This method of well-being can be

really useful in understanding

how you are feeling each day,

and can take the busy'ness from

our minds onto paper. 

Meditation not for you?

Try it with the children instead, and still

feel the benefits. Try this method and

feel the calm wash over you;

(2) Meditation

Guided meditation through counting helps slow anxious and tense feelings. try square

breath alone or  with your team: inhale for 4 seconds. hold for 4 seconds. exhale for 4

seconds. Pause for 4 seconds. Then repeat. Focus on breathing into the belly slowly. Feel

your body soften and your mind relaxing. 

For more information
@emcmyoga

www.yogawithemma.org



I like to move it...

Ruth Swailes on

the importance of

movement 

Well-Being

Who safeguards

the safeguarding

leads?

The Magic within:

An anthology and

the art of losing

control

@SwailesRuth @emmadee77 @canigoandplay

Blog off...

"If you do not want to
burn out, stop living like

you're on fire"

B R E N E  B R O W N

#EYLibrary Mantra

http://assure.education/blog
https://www.tes.com/news/wellbeing-who-safeguards-safeguarding-leads
http://www.canigoandplaynow.com/blog


baCk to baSIcS
S TACY  BENGE

Team
Meetings +
Well Being
T R Y  T H E S E  I D E A S  T O  S U P P O R T  W E L L N E S S

C O N V E R S A T I O N
C A R D S  F O R

C O N N E C T I O N

C H O O S E  A
M I N D F U L N E S S

E X P E R I E N C E
T O G E T H E R

C R E A T E  
C A L M  
W I T H

A R O M A T H E R A P Y

C R E A T E  A N
A F F I R M A T I O N S  

O R  F E E D B A C K  J A R

@ S TACYBENGEMS


